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 Since the end of the Cold War, China has been executing a two pronged strategy to 

achieve rejuvenation, primacy in the Asia-Pacific and a multi-polar global order more 

reflective of its interests.  The strategy involves simultaneously working within the 

international system to maintain U.S. strategic acquiescence while engaging the U.S. in 

peacetime conflict in preparation for when Washington’s support either no longer exists 

or is no longer needed.  The United States’ endorsement of China’s rise validates both 

components of the strategy and unleashes a challenge the system is not equipped to 

manage, a China that is able to maximize the benefits of inclusion, while simultaneously 

spearheading system transformation.  Washington needs to either acknowledge this 

dilemma and extricate itself or accept the transformation of the existing international 

order as it accommodates China’s rise.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Did the U.S. Lose China Again? 
 

The big question coming out of the establishment of the People’s Republic of 

China (PRC) in 1949, was ‘how did the U.S. lose China?’  Although the situation was 

certainly beyond U.S. control, one answer that has surfaced from time to time is that the 

U.S. may have backed the wrong side.  Cooperating with the Chinese Communist Party 

(CCP) rather than the Nationalists once the tide had turned may have fostered a post-

World War II order in which mainland China, one of Roosevelt’s four policemen, could 

have helped ensure peace and stability in the Asia Pacific from within or astride the U.S. 

camp.  Fortunately for those who perceived a lost opportunity, the U.S. got a second 

chance and since 19791 has been backing the ‘the other side’, the CCP.   

The rationale to back China in the 1970’s and 80’s was well grounded in 

geopolitical reality and U.S. strategic culture.  The U.S. needed another ally to counter 

the Soviet Union2 and believed once exposed to the West, China would continue to 

liberalize economically and politically.  As such, the U.S. based its strategy towards 

China on three fundamental assumptions:  

1. benefits from the current system would induce Beijing’s ‘buy in’ and 

responsible behavior; 

2. the U.S. could substantially shape China’s rise through engagement and 

inclusion3; and, 

3. a strong and prosperous China would be a net good for the U.S. and the 

world.4   

These assumptions have not changed in 20 years raising two questions, do they still 

make geopolitical sense in 2016 and how has Beijing viewed the whole process? 
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As it turns out, China, a country with a long, proud history and interests of its 

own, was not enamored with Washington’s vision for its rise, only U.S. help in facilitating 

it.  The relative power disparity restrained the visible level of friction, but behind the 

scenes, the nature of the relationship was changing.  As China’s perception of its 

primary strategic adversary changed, it was growing in comprehensive national power 

and modifying its strategy to achieve its desired end-state5—rejuvenation, primacy in 

the Asia Pacific, and a multi-polar world more reflective of its interests.  Beijing’s foreign 

policy strategy to achieve this end-state involves simultaneously working within the 

international system to maintain U.S. strategic acquiescence while engaging the U.S. in 

peacetime conflict in preparation for when Washington’s support either no longer exists 

or is no longer needed.  China’s method of peacetime conflict involves using all of the 

levers of national power short of kinetic warfare to target U.S. vulnerabilities, reduce 

U.S. war potential and erode the U.S. led security architecture in Asia.  The United 

States’ endorsement of China’s rise validates both components of the strategy and 

unleashes a challenge the system is not equipped to manage, a China that is able to 

maximize the benefits of inclusion, while simultaneously spearheading system 

transformation.  Washington needs to either acknowledge this dilemma and extricate 

itself or accept the transformation of the existing international order as it accommodates 

China’s rise. 

How Did We Get Here—Shi, [势]? 

When trying to determine when the U.S. lost China the second time, it is helpful 

to start with a Chinese philosophical concept represented by the character shi [势].  

Although the term is frequently used by Chinese scholars and philosophers, English 
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translations often fall short in capturing its essence.  Ralph Sawyer and Samuel 

Griffith’s translations from Sun Tzu’s The Art of War are “strategic configuration of 

power”6 and “force, influence, authority, energy (or potential)”7 respectively.  The 

writings of Francois Jullien8, Henry Kissinger9 and Michael Pillsbury10 all emphasize the 

importance of shi [势] in Chinese decision making and yet the concept is still not 

appreciated to the extent it deserves.  For the purpose of this paper, shi [势] is defined 

as strategic advantage, tendency, momentum and potential centered on foundational 

alternation points.11   

Shi [势] is ingrained in China’s strategic culture and thus serves as a window into 

China’s conceptual framework for assessing the contemporary and potential future 

environment.12  China’s current geopolitical shi [势] paradigm revolves around two 

historical alternation points, the establishment of the People’s Republic of China and the 

end of the Cold War.  The establishment of the PRC is the point which ended China’s 

century plus downfall and began its return to prominence in the Asia-Pacific.  The end of 

the Cold War is a multi-faceted alternation point as at the same time China was 

identifying the United States as its new primary strategic adversary, the rise of the U.S. 

was culminating in a brief unipolar moment which would eventually result in decline. 

China has used these trend lines to set and measure progress on its objectives, 

recalibrate its grand strategy and ultimately decide to engage in long-term, peacetime 

conflict with the United States.  Although China is confident in its reading of the first 

alternation point, the second is more precarious, and if incorrectly assessed, may 

drastically alter what China views as possible over the coming century. 
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According to the philosophy inherent to shi [势], the world cannot be conquered13, 

therefore once the alternation points and relevant strategic trend lines are identified, 

nations are best served by adjusting to and maximizing the benefits of the prevailing 

tendency until it runs its course.14  As such, China’s rejuvenation and vision for the Asia 

Pacific are only possible if current trend lines continue and China is able to harmonize 

with them.  Preplanned or unexpected events may facilitate or hinder the tendency or 

even cause a nation to reevaluate the trend line itself.  Since the end of the Cold War, 

the primary trend enhancing events have been China’s reclamation of Hong Kong in 

1997, its accession into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, U.S. wars in 

Afghanistan and Iraq and the 2007 financial crisis.  On the other hand, the first Gulf War 

was certainly a trend hampering or unipolar extending event and the combination of the 

rebalance, Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and third offset strategy have the potential 

to be as well.         

Although shi [势] may sound like a mystical concept which paints China as an 

exotic other15 and oversimplifies a very complex global environment, two summary 

points on its importance should not be lost.  First, China’s oft-complemented multi-

decade strategic outlook is based on an assessment of long term strategic trends and 

potential futures that conform to existing tendencies regardless of what one calls the 

process.  Second, Washington’s continued acquiescence has Beijing searching for U.S. 

redlines through action.  Consequently, China may create a small scale opportunity 

crisis16 to enhance either of the two primary trend lines, leading to rapid escalation and 

an increased chance of conflict. 
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The State and the International Order 

Shi [势] provides one piece of the conceptual framework for China’s strategy, 

other pieces can be found through examination of China as a nation-state and its 

conception of international order.  Before delving into the analysis, it is important to 

remember that 5000 years of geopolitical, military, philosophical, religious, intellectual 

and cultural traditions weave together to form an inseparable pattern that is China.  All 

of the traditions have continually been evolving and morphing from the imperial era 

through the revolution of 1911, the establishment of the PRC to today.  This is important 

for the U.S. because seeing China for what it is rather than what Washington wants it to 

be is critical for successful policy formulation.   

China’s leaders face daunting challenges internally leading some to conclude 

that domestic considerations drive foreign policy.17  This may be the case, however, a 

coherent strategy to achieve the desired end-states is guiding Beijing’s foreign policy.  

The challenge is in determining what domestic considerations are most useful to the 

geopolitical analysis.  Any state centric answer to this question must start with the CCP, 

itself a Pandora’s Box.  In assessing the CCP, it appears that its application of power, 

quest for legitimacy and inherent distrust of foreign powers are three aspects of its rule 

that most influence foreign policy.   

Attempts at quantifying and qualifying the power of the CCP are nearly 

impossible even for those who have spent years studying China.  However, Richard 

McGregor’s analogy from his book, The Party, provides useful insight into the 

pervasiveness of CCP control.  For those who question China’s ability to mobilize the 

nation in support of peacetime conflict with the U.S., they should remember the role of 
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the CCP Central Organization Department and think about what the U.S. could do if it 

had a comparable system.  Such a system would allow U.S. strategic planners to set 

guidance and oversee appointments of: 

“the U.S. cabinet, state governors and their deputies, the mayors of major 
cities, the heads of all regulatory agencies, the chief executives of GE, 
ExxonMobil, Wal-Mart and about fifty of the remaining largest U.S. 
companies, the justices on the Supreme Court, the editors of the New 
York Times, the Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post, the bosses 
of the TV networks and cable stations, the Presidents of Yale and Harvard 
and other big universities, and the heads of think-tanks like the Brookings 
Institution and the Heritage Foundation.”18   

All of this would be done with no transparency, explanation or oversight.  Although 

cumbersome, little doubt should exist that such a system can mobilize its resources to 

support its grand strategy.  In addition, one can see the risk of engaging and including 

components of the structure under the assumption that they mirror similar organizations 

in the West.   

The quest for legitimacy underwrites everything the CCP does; it is therefore 

surprising that it was a seemingly minor movement to rehabilitate Confucius19 that 

proves so insightful because it represents a microcosm of a larger more important 

development.  Seventy plus generations studied Confucius’s Analects as part of the civil 

service exam, the last of which took place in 190520, which demonstrates tremendous 

staying power, something the CCP surely seeks to emulate.  McGregor assesses 

welcoming Confucius back is “the Party re-packaging its rule as a natural continuum of 

the most enlightened eras of China’s imperial history.”21  Although repackaging is 

certainly taking place, a closer examination of Confucianism reveals that the tradition 

does evolve, most famously with neo-Confucianism, to meet the needs of Chinese 

civilization.  Some posit that the reason Confucius provides different answers to similar 
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questions in the Analects is because the response is based on context, lived, learned 

and experienced22, which for those in power today, means the lens of communist rule in 

a globalized world.  Put another way, in the same way you had “porous Confucianism 

absorbing whatever was necessary to sustain it against competing intellectual forces”23 

the CCP put in motion an attempt for communism to do the same.  This morphing of 

intellectual traditions has had a tremendous impact on how the rest of the world, 

especially the U.S., sees, defines and deals with China.   

Transforming the national dialectic was not without risk, especially when 

accompanied with paranoia that outside forces were attempting to subvert the Party.  In 

redefining itself to encompass all that is good for China, the CCP is not only rewriting 

the past, but encouraging the people to be proud of what China is and will continue to 

be—i.e. nationalism.  Fortunately for China, there is more than historical, cultural and 

current day economic successes to fuel this nationalism, there are two adversaries, 

Japan and the United States.24   

Distrust of Japan is rooted in modern Chinese history and the establishment of 

the CCP25 and is thus fairly straightforward.  China’s mistrust of the U.S. is more 

complicated because Beijing simultaneously treats the U.S. like a partner to ensure 

Washington’s continued support of its rise, while casting it as a containment driven 

hegemon bent on global dominance.  The PRC’s 2015 Defense White Paper lists 

hegemonism and neo-interventionism, references to perceived U.S. attributes, as 

threats to an otherwise peaceful international environment.26  In the mind of China’s 

leaders, the U.S. not only poses a spatial and positional threat to the PRC, but also an 

ideological one.  As a renowned Chinese scholar points out “America’s democracy 
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promotion agenda is understood in China as designed to sabotage the CCP’s 

leadership.  The leadership therefore actively promotes efforts to guard against the 

influence of American ideology and U.S. thinking about democracy, human rights and 

related issues.”27  As proof that this is not an isolated opinion, a 2013 CCP Central 

Committee General Office internal memo explains that CCP rule is under threat from 

seven false ideological trends,28 five of which, democracy, universal values, civil society, 

neoliberalism, and free press, emanate from the U.S.   

China’s historical framework not only affects how China views itself as a state but 

also influences its view of the international order.  Therefore, it is not surprising that the 

Warring States period, roughly 481-221 BC29, a time period which provided the corpus 

of literature for study and entry into government positions for almost 2100 years, now 

serves as a reference for studying the contemporary environment.  Not only have 

writings and thought from this period become a predominant element of political and 

strategic culture that was never supplanted, but the period’s violent multi-polar nature 

reminds some of the environment we are entering in the post U.S. unipolar moment.  It 

is worth noting that although there is often PRC hostility towards and rejection of certain 

aspects of imperial philosophical tradition, ancient strategic and military thought was 

always held in high regard.  Mao’s writings and speeches were full of historical 

references as are those of today’s leaders.  Innumerable lessons can be taken from the 

Warring States period, however, there are two that provide the most insight into China’s 

current aspirations and goals vis a vie the U.S. and the international order.  The first is 

global hierarchy, the second, is alliance formation and dissolution.   
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Analysis of the Warring States period reveals that states actions are designed to 

remove the current hegemon, prevent the rise of new hegemon or establish oneself at 

the top of a new hierarchy.  Under this paradigm, many scholars believe that China 

views unipolar global hierarchy as the only stable end-state and thus seeks to replace 

the U.S. as the sole superpower.30  Although such an aspiration may exist somewhere 

inside the Chinese mind, said aspiration does not reconcile with the current 

environment, nor global trend lines, shi [势].  Even retired People’s Liberation Army 

(PLA) Colonel Liu Mingfu’s concept of ‘Champion’ states31 in his book China Dream are 

not unipolar superpowers as the U.S. has been for the last twenty-five years.  

Therefore, China’s desired global end state is multi-polarity through removal of the 

current hegemon, which is more than sufficient for its rejuvenation and primacy in its 

sphere of influence, the Asia Pacific.   

The methods used during the Warring States period, specifically with respect to 

shifting alliances, provide a loose strategic framework for what China has been trying to 

accomplish with third countries vis a vie the U.S., the current hegemon, to reshape the 

global order.  In this paradigm, states employ varying alliances32 based on relative 

strength while attempting to weaken the alliances of the enemy through bilateral 

initiatives.  Key to these relationships is that they are not based on any underlying moral 

imperative or principal and are instead simply focused on achieving an objective.   

No historical time period is inherently better or worse than another for lessons 

learned, but Edward Ludwig has identified a Warring States phenomenon that may 

increase the risk of Chinese miscalculation.  The Warring States time period was one 

when advisors moved back and forth across ethnically and linguistically similar 
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fiefdoms, pursuing objectives with similar frames of reference, making decisions with a 

similar calculus.33  This is not a great model for present day interstate relations where 

diversity, nationalism and different strategic cultures combine varying calculi in the 

same strategic space, and is especially dangerous when employing coercive 

diplomacy.34  Although some would contend that China’s current leadership 

understands this disconnect, Beijing often seems surprised when countries respond to 

its strategic moves in ways very different than it expected which may portend larger 

scale future miscalculations.   

Full Scale Peacetime Conflict and the Levers of Power 

Although it seems like China has been following a well-orchestrated plan to 

achieve its rejuvenation, more accurate would be that Beijing has maintained strategic 

flexibility with its eye on its desired end-state, whereas the U.S. has neither updated its 

assumptions nor assessed the effectiveness of its strategy.35  While the U.S. debated 

about what it meant to be the hegemon in a unipolar world, President Jiang Zemin 

articulated the “Three Represents” to harness the power of capitalism, reinforce one 

party rule and ensure the CCP was evolving to take advantage of present and future 

environments.  Rejuvenation and primacy in the Asia-Pacific seemed more feasible than 

ever, hence the need to expedite U.S. decline.  How China has been pursuing these 

objectives can best be explained through examination of the levers of national power, 

Diplomatic, Informational, Military and Economic, (DIME).  Although Beijing would prefer 

U.S. strategic acquiescence in support of its rejuvenation to continue, all of the levers 

contain anti-U.S. components designed to reduce U.S. war potential, hence the 

peacetime conflict, in preparation for the day when such cooperation ends.36  The focus 

of the next section is those components, rather than the totality of PRC policy. 
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DIME or iE-iD-iM? 

To discuss the levers of power based on their priority within China’s grand 

strategy, it makes sense to address them in order of informational, economic, diplomatic 

and military, although it is difficult to truly separate their application.  The reason that 

informational must come first is because it underlies the whole paradigm by making use 

of the multi-lever strategic deception needed to facilitate the dual pronged strategy.   

Informational: Less Describing the World than Guiding its Actions37 

How does China convince the U.S. to continue supporting its rejuvenation, while 

engaging the U.S. in peacetime conflict?  A good start is controlling the narrative of its 

rise, moving away from the communist dialectic and adapting its language and methods 

to reconcile with those of the West.38  Beyond the $12 billion39 operation to create and 

control the government message—China’s rise is peaceful, the international economic 

system needs China to be strong and the world is trending towards multi-polarity—

China also utilizes Confucius Institutes, U.S. think tanks40 and lobbying firms on K 

Street, to take advantage of the vulnerabilities provided by an open U.S. system.  The 

messaging may not work on everyone, but it certainly reinforces the three U.S. 

assumptions and provides hope that China’s actions are steps towards a more liberal 

form of economics and governance.  In reality China is adapting to compete within and 

transform the system to achieve its end-states, not conforming to the system as a 

reliable stakeholder, the problem is that it can be very difficult to tell the difference.     

Informational-Diplomatic: Removing the Current Hegemon 

The anti-U.S. aspect of China’s informational-diplomatic lever has two mutually 

supportive thrusts: form loose alliances and weaken U.S. blocs.  After playing the two 

competing super powers off of each other for nearly forty years, in the post-Cold War 
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era, China needed to delegitimize the sole hegemon, the United States, a challenging 

endeavor for a communist country in a liberalizing world against the country at the 

liberal foundation.   

The powerful position that China has attained has allowed it to obstruct multi-

lateral organizations of which it is a part, while proposing new China led institutions.  

China’s actions to prevent South China Sea issues from dominating Association of 

Southeast Nations (ASEAN) meetings are well documented as are ‘no’ votes in the face 

of consensus at the United Nations.41  The Conference on Interaction and Confidence 

Building Measures in Asia where President Xi suggested that Asian nations have the 

ability to take control of more of their security concerns42 without the U.S. and the Asia 

Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB) as a challenge to the Asian Development 

Bank (ADB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF) are two examples of new China led 

initiatives.  

Creating new partnerships is only one side of the coin, the other is delegitimizing 

the alliances of the hegemon.  Because the U.S. has treaty alliances, this may appear 

to be a bridge too far, therefore, its importance lies more in that it signals China’s 

willingness to directly challenge the U.S.’s regional security architecture.  The PRC 

continually attacks treaty alliances as remnants of the Cold War43 while attempting to 

lessen the value of the individual alliances by questioning U.S. resolve and providing 

bilateral economic incentives as influence to counter the U.S. security umbrella.  Today, 

China seeks to weaken U.S. alliances with South Korea44 and Australia45 through 

economic cooperation, with the Philippines through coercive diplomacy46 and with 
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Thailand47 by exploiting the opening created by the U.S. focus on restoration of civilian 

government.  

Proof in the level of China’s confidence in its informational-diplomatic dealings 

with the United States came during the President Obama and President Xi meeting at 

the Sunnylands estate in June 2013 with the announcement of a New Type Great 

Power Relationship.48  For a rising power engaged in peacetime conflict with the 

established power to define the terms of the relationship with established power ‘buy in’ 

was a tremendous diplomatic accomplishment.  Although the U.S. is less excited about 

endorsing the Great Power Relationship in 2016 than it was in 2013, the significance of 

Sunnylands should not be downplayed.  China reaffirmed U.S. acquiescence by getting 

the U.S. to endorse its rise as being executed and accepting it as a near peer.49    

Informational-Economic: Too Big To Fail 

The post-World War II global order pit liberal countries in an open international 

economic system against communist countries on the outside or fringes.  Although the 

system has evolved and incorporated new countries over the last twenty five years it is 

not equipped to contain a transformational China.  Beijing understands this dilemma 

perfectly and in just fifteen years since joining the WTO has been able to convince the 

world that without a strong Chinese economy, read strong China, the whole system will 

come collapsing on itself.50  China’s ability to withstand the 2007 global financial crisis 

reaffirmed this point, thus its value in enhancing shi [势].  In such an environment, 

irregularities in the system from cyber theft and intellectual property rights (IPR) 

violations to restrictions against foreign companies are viewed as the collateral damage 

of China’s participation rather than significant threats to the overall system.  Despite 
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estimates that China is responsible for approximately 70% of the $300-400 billion lost 

annually51 through cyber theft, the U.S. continues to pursue additional areas of 

economic cooperation without a long term assessment of U.S. interests.52 

Creating the notion of ‘too big to fail’ and ensuring global support for its continued 

growth while rewriting the rules of global trade is truly a tremendous feat of 

informational-economic official and public diplomacy.  China maximizes its advantage 

with domestic initiatives and policies such as the 2006 indigenous innovation policy 

which at the core had “procurement rules that favored Chinese companies, advantages 

for Chinese companies in the protection of IP and patent system, efforts to set Chinese 

technology standards to favor Chinese entities, requirements for foreign companies to 

expose or share their technologies for access to the Chinese market, and subsidies for 

key industries to enable them to beat foreign competitors.”53  As a further more 

dangerous perversion of the system, China’s twelve largest companies are state-owned 

enterprises54 which along with all other strategic sector companies benefit from 

government cyber resources which provide them with “technology blueprints, 

proprietary manufacturing processes, test results, business plans, pricing documents, 

partnership agreements and emails and contact lists from victim organization’s 

leadership.”55  What better way to reduce U.S. war potential than use its economic 

system against it? 

Informational-Military: The Most Honest of the Levers 

The military component is fundamentally different from the economic and 

diplomatic because there is no misreading of what is occurring, unadulterated increase 

of hard power centered on countering U.S. capabilities.  China’s “long term 

comprehensive military modernization program”56 is well documented every year in the 
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Annual Report to Congress on Military and Security Developments Involving The 

People’s Republic of China.  China continues to make advances in short-range, 

medium-range and intercontinental ballistic missiles to include the famed DF-21 

designed to strike U.S. aircraft carriers and DF-26 ranged to strike Guam.  The PLA 

Navy now has more than 300 surface ships, submarines, amphibious ships and patrol 

craft57, and is on pace to catch the U.S. in raw numbers.  It is close to deploying 

submarines with nuclear missiles to create a nuclear bi-ad despite no explicit threat.  

The PLA Air Force is the largest in Asia and closing the technology gap with the West 

on stealth aircraft as well as command and control and jamming capabilities.58  China 

also continues to make strides in space and counter-space capabilities targeted 

specifically at U.S. enablers.59    

Although there is some inherent logic to China desiring a military commensurate 

with its perceived place on the global stage, the specific targeting of U.S. strengths and 

desire to “extend China’s operational reach attempting to push adversary forces, 

including the United States, farther from potential regional conflicts”60 is disconcerting.  

With the force it currently has, China has demonstrated a willingness to challenge the 

security of U.S. allies and partners raising concern about what will occur when its 

military is even stronger.  Although the U.S. has wrestled over Chinese intent, the 

capabilities are clear.  Unfortunately, military is not an isolated lever and despite 

acknowledged concern over China’s build-up, the West continues to spur China’s 

military development with equipment, know-how and dual use technology transfer.61  As 

such, more credit must be given to China’s informational-diplomatic and informational-

economic efforts to facilitate such growth in the military realm. 
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United States Plan of Action 

China has put in motion a plan for rejuvenation based on primacy in the Asia 

Pacific which relies on comporting to and shaping global trends through shifting 

alliances, application of hard and soft power and a guiding narrative.  The plan has 

worked fairly well in a time of U.S. acquiescence, but becomes much more challenging 

without it.  The U.S. has tremendous resources at its disposal and is well equipped to 

respond to China’s declaration of peacetime conflict while creating an environment less 

prone to miscalculation or misunderstanding.  To move forward, I recommend three 

‘stops’ and three ‘starts’.  These processes and actions will not change China’s national 

interests, but may change the way in which it pursues them by causing Beijing to 

reassess the current international environment and potential future trend-lines, shi [势].  

To this point, U.S. acquiescence has helped harmonize the two existing trends creating 

a ‘strategic window of opportunity.’62  As Otto Von Bismarck stated, a “sentimental policy 

knows no reciprocity”63, it is therefore time to close this window.  First, the U.S. must 

stop the following which contribute to strategic acquiescence and tacit endorsement of 

China’s rise as being executed. 

1. Stop assuming that benefits from the current system will induce China’s ‘buy 

in’.  In his book Diplomacy, Henry Kissinger makes the historical observation that “an 

international order which is not considered just will be challenged sooner or later.”64 

Senior U.S. leaders are often dumbfounded when first exposed to China’s seemingly 

ungrateful nature in looking to alter the international order and system that facilitated its 

rise.  To China, however, the benefits of the current order are unrelated to it being 
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inherently unjust.  China is very comfortable with contradictions, in this case, altering the 

system in which it rose. 

2. Stop assuming that the U.S. can substantially shape China’s interests through 

engagement and inclusion.  The end of the Cold War and incorporation of the former 

Soviet Bloc nations into the liberal global order helped convince the U.S. that the same 

game plan of engagement and inclusion would work on China.  Instead it has provided 

China increased access to the system it is trying to change.  China has learned the 

value of agreeing to dialogues, working groups, interim status updates, expert 

discussions and exchanges on issues important to Washington to show the desire to 

cooperate, but this is completely unrelated to its willingness to redefine its national 

interests or substantially alter its policy.  The prime example of this dynamic is 

cooperation on North Korea.  China’s national interest in North Korea is first, stability on 

the border through a buffer state and second, a denuclearized North Korea.  This would 

be the case regardless of U.S. interests and yet Washington expends tremendous 

energy trying to convince China to no avail that North Korean denuclearization should 

be its number one concern.  More than a decade of the U.S. sacrificing other security 

concerns for Chinese cooperation on North Korea has neither changed China’s national 

interest nor led to resolution of the issue as demonstrated by North Korea’s recent 

nuclear test and missile launches.65   Cooperation may end up being helpful, but it must 

be based on an understanding of China. 

3. Stop viewing China’s pursuit of its national interest as successful U.S. shaping 

or China’s contribution to global security challenges.  China’s support of the Iran nuclear 

deal is a great example of such thinking.  Before the deal, Iran was China’s second 
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leading provider of oil, Chinese companies were pursuing access to Iran’s oil reserves 

and the Chinese wanted to become even larger players in Iran’s infrastructure and 

telecommunications projects.66  After the deal, President Xi visited Iran and the two 

countries signed 17 accords, agreed to cooperate on China’s one belt one road initiative 

and increase trade to $600 billion over the next ten years.67  All countries would willingly 

contribute to global security issues if this is how it is defined. 

Ceasing U.S. acquiescence is the needed first step, the following 

recommendations attempt to set the foundation for what comes next. 

1. Recognize peacetime conflict for what it is.  As Walter Jajko proposes, the 

“definition of war has changed, but America’s leaders have yet to find it in their 

glossary.”  In fact, “peace is merely war fought at times with armed means and at other 

times with non-violent forms that are not necessarily unarmed.”  Clausewitz articulated a 

similar concept 200 years ago with his statement that war is merely a continuation of 

policy by other means, but phrasing it in terms of peace is more useful for the current 

environment.  The U.S. understood nonviolent full scale competition during the Cold 

War, when it was a battle of ideologies, but seems to have forgotten it in the age of geo-

economics and globalization.  The U.S. is much more comfortable with differentiating 

times of war and times of peace and the different requirements of each.  This is 

especially harmful in dealings with China as the Chinese not only agree with Jajko’s 

definition, but have been fighting this way since before Sun-tzu started writing over 2000 

years ago. 

2. Put everything on the table and reevaluate.  All U.S.-China bilateral 

agreements should be reassessed in the lens of 2016, not the era of false assumptions 
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in which they were conceived.  China’s targeting of all four enduring interests from the 

United States National Security Strategy should come with risk.  Two decades of more 

is better has put U.S. national interests at stake.  This is especially applicable to any 

aspect of nuclear, space, military, or dual use technology, but also applies to the 

economic relationship as a whole.68  

3. Create a unified public policy.  In this case, public policy includes information, 

exchanges, broadcasting, counter-propaganda, political action, psychological strategy, 

political warfare, and ideological warfare.69  Although the nature of China is much 

different than the Soviet Union, the battle for the global narrative is equally important.  A 

coordinated message coming from the U.S. seems impossible but must be pursued with 

the creation of a new U.S. Agency for Public Diplomacy with similar functions as the 

previous U.S. Information Agency.70  The goal of this restructuring beyond getting the 

U.S. message out is to: counter China’s misinformation campaign; challenge China 

globally on its assessments of democracy, universal values, civil society, neoliberalism, 

and free press; and discuss publically what a Chinese sphere of influence in the Asia-

Pacific would look like. 

Conclusions 

The China the U.S. has lost this second go around, the supposed global security 

partner with shared interests, was a myth of U.S.-China co-creation that should have 

died in the 1990s.  Instead, China perpetuated the myth playing to U.S. assumptions 

and strategic culture while identifying the U.S. as its primary strategic adversary and 

developing a two pronged strategy to expedite U.S. decline.  China’s conceptual 

framework, notions of international order and fear of the U.S. have guided its 

judgements while the communist application of power has facilitated a nationwide 
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mobilization that would not be possible in a democracy outside of large scale kinetic 

war.  Washington’s sincere desire to keep the myth alive has led to strategic 

acquiescence of China’s attempt to attain primacy in the Asia Pacific and increased the 

chance of miscalculation while not alleviating China’s fear that the U.S. is trying to 

contain it—a lose-lose in Chinese terms.   

Beijing’s decision to engage in peacetime conflict with the United States has 

called into question the third assumption of a strong and prosperous China being a net 

benefit for the global order.  The challenge for the U.S. is to mobilize in response to this 

threat and reset the baseline for the relationship while managing escalation which will 

be impossible without a fundamental change in tone of the relationship and supporting 

narrative.  Such a change may seem unhelpful in the short term, but will actually create 

a safer international environment.  The current philosophy of preventing negative 

aspects from defining the relationship has been tantamount to writing a blank check 

which China cashes daily while increasing U.S. frustration, a very dangerous 

combination.  Stopping U.S. material and public support of China’s rise and changing 

U.S. assumptions are the first steps.   

The goal for the U.S. reset is to convince China it must redefine the terms of its 

rejuvenation, not alter its national interests.  The world may be heading towards multi-

polarity, but the kind of primacy China seeks in the Asia Pacific is not going to be part of 

this new international order.  If the U.S. follows such a path with a better understanding 

of who and what China is, it can change China’s read on U.S. decline and acquiescence 

and force Beijing to make a decision to get in line with the new strategic trend-lines or 

fight against them to its own peril.   
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